Minor in Creative Writing in Spanish

4 courses are needed to satisfy a minor in creative writing in Spanish. The minor focuses on writing on poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. Advanced Spanish skills are required.

REQUIREMENTS (4 courses needed):

1) SPAN-UA 200 “Critical Approaches to Textual and Cultural Analysis”
   SPAN-UA 200 is a pre-requisite for all courses in Creative Writing. You may use this pre-requisite as a course to count towards the minor if you are not using it for another major or minor. If you have been exempt from SPAN-UA 200, please select a course over the SPAN-UA 200 level.

2) SPAN-UA 225 “Creative Writing in Spanish”
   Required. Pre-requisite: SPAN-UA 200 “Critical Approaches.” Offered every semester.

3) SPAN-UA 320 “Advanced Poetry Workshop in Spanish”
   Required. Pre-requisite: SPAN-UA 200 “Critical Approaches.” Offered every fall semester.

4) SPAN-UA 325 “Advanced Fiction and Non-Fiction Workshop in Spanish”
   Required. Pre-requisite: SPAN-UA 200 “Critical Approaches.” Offered every Spring semester.

Please Note:
Minors in Creative Writing may not count courses taught in English toward their minor.

No course that counts toward another major or minor may be applied to the minor in Creative Writing in Spanish, including majors offered through the Department of Spanish and Portuguese.

AP Credit
4 or 5 in Spanish Language: language requirement fulfilled; credit for Intermediate Spanish, SPAN-UA 4. Enroll in Advanced Grammar & Composition (SPAN-UA 100).

4 in Spanish Literature: credit for either Advanced Grammar & Composition (SPAN-UA 100) or Advanced Spanish for Spanish Speakers (SPAN-UA 111)

5 in Spanish Literature: credit for either Advanced Grammar & Composition (SPAN-UA 100) or Advanced Spanish for Spanish Speakers (SPAN-UA 111) or Critical Approaches (SPAN-UA 200) based on the decision of the Director of Language Programs.